Math Placement

- Placement into MATH courses will be done according to your ACT MATH subscore.
- Discuss High School MATH, Grades, Comfort Level, Dual Enrollment Credit, AP Test with your advisor.
- Math placement has to be a conversation between you and your advisor.
- Option to take the ALEKS test to improve your placement.
Math Prerequisites

No ENGR MATH
• <18 MathACT

MATH 1710 Combo
• 18-19 MathACT

ENGR1009

MATH 1710
• 20-23 MathACT

ENGR1011

MATH 1720/1730
• 24-25 MathACT

ENGR1010

MATH 1910
• >=26 MathACT
MATH Pathway for Engineering

- MATH 1100/1420 Combo
- MATH 1710
- ENGR 1010
- MATH 1720/1730
- MATH 1910
- MATH 1920
- MATH 2110
- MATH 2120
ALEKS Test

• ALEKS is a mathematics tutoring system that can be used to measure math preparedness.

• How it works:
  • Take an initial test to measure preparedness.
  • Do tutoring modules in areas that need improvement.
  • Take test again to measure improvement.
  • Good learning tool to refresh knowledge.

• It is your responsibility to take ALEKS seriously and inform us if you choose that option.

• We will use ALEKS as additional information to help with MATH placement.